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Form Notes
Form VIA. Arts.—We have had an epidemic of that infectious disease, “moles in pectore,” but owing to the noble efforts of Dr. E—n R—s, the disease was effectively quelled by the famous “two‑reasons” system.
Form VIA. Sci. —G.E.H.T. is growing peas, and he bought a stick to support the plant.  It was several feet high (the stick, not the plant).  “ Hope springs eternal in the human breast.”
“Next time you see Marlene Dietrich in The Garden of Allah, please take more notice of the scenery.” — (Mr. P—e on “Desert Topography”)
Concert :	(1) Song by M. Morgan— “Bywyd y Swot.”
	(2) Recitation by Bowen— “Bells.”
	(3) Song by Emrys Williams— “Open up those Pearly Gates."
	(4) Song by Emrys Jones— “I’ve got the key of this door.”

Form VIa. Arts.—We cannot boast of any famous or notorious members, although we have one prefect, an assistant to look after the drapery department, and one member who takes a delight in high diving.
Mr. T—s : Can any of you tell me what is meant by “the columns of Hansard.”
Form Genius: “Pop, Sir.”
Form VIa. Sci.—While playing M.A. County School one, of our players was fortunate enough to lose his memory.  He immediately left the field, but, with the help of some young ladies on the touch‑line, soon recovered, although not quite enough to return to the game.
During an English lesson this term an interesting discussion regarding the application of the word “certified” arose. We learnt from one of our brightest that all the junior members of our staff were “certified " !
Our privileges this year include the pleasure of taking notes twice as fast as we did in Form V., and of receiving the respect of the small boys.
We are glad to learn that, as a result of repeated representations from the form, the magazine representative is taking steps to renovate his famous hat.

Form VA.—Discussing in our English lesson the meaning of “Conferring the Freedom of a City," our form genius made the following valuable contribution: “A Freeman of a city can go into any shop and get anything for nothing.”
A popular saying, which is missed this term, is “ Ha well! if you do that in the CW.B. they’ll give you 49, and say ‘ Hard lines‑s‑s ! ’ ”

Form VC. S.—We notice that in these busy days there seems to be a great call for the natural ability of the boys in our form. As Tennyson would say!
Finding out of sixteen boys 
She leaves but six and one to bear 
The heavy toll of terminals 
We all are giv’n a scare.
London will soon be in the news now that W. Lewis is working on the County Council.

